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ON CERTAIN GROUPS OF CENTRAL TYPE
ALBERTO ESPUELAS
ABSTRACT. A finite group G is a group of central type if there exists x 6
Irr(G) with x(l)2 = \G: Z(G)\.
It is known that, in such conditions, G is
solvable. Here some conditions assuring the nilpotence of groups of central
type are given.

Let G be a finite group, N a normal subgroup of G and 6 G Irr(A7) invariant in
G. Then we say that (G, N, 0) is a character triple. Such a triple is fully ramified
provided that one of the following (equivalent) conditions holds:

(i) If x € Irr(G|0) then \ vanishes off N.
(ii) 6G has a unique irreducible constituent

(iii) If x G Irr(G|0) then (xUW))2

\.

= \G:N\

(see [5, p. 95]).
We say that x is fully ramified in N and 9 is fully ramified in G. A group G is
of central type provided that there exists x £ Irr(G) with x(l)2 = \G: Z(G)|. If A
is the irreducible constituent of Xz(G) then iG, %iG),X) is fully ramified. It is well
known (see Lemma 4.3 of [3]) that if (G,N,9) is fully ramified then there exists a

group Gi of central type and A G Irr(Z(Gi)) suchthat iG,N,$) and (Gi,Z(Gi), A)
are isomorphic character triples (see [5, p. 187] for the definition).
In [3] Howlett and Isaacs introduced the concept of an irreducible group of
central type. We recall that definition: Let G be a group of central type with

A G Irr(ZiG)) fully ramified in G. Then G is reducible if A is fully ramified in some
normal subgroup N of G with Z(G) < N < G. Otherwise, G is irreducible.
In [2] Gagola raised the question about the nilpotence of irreducible groups of
central type. The answer is negative as Example 8.2 of [3] shows. Our result is the

following
THEOREM. Let G be an irreducible group of central type, Z = Z(G) and G =

G/Z. Let X G Irr(Z(G)) be fully ramified in G. Then
(i) // there exists a prime p such that |socle(G)|p > |G: socle(G)|p then G is
nilpotent.
(ii) P(G/socle(G))
= P(G)/socle(G),
where F(X) denotes the Fitting subgroup
of X. As a consequence, if G/socle(G) has a inontrivial) normal Sylow subgroup
then G is nilpotent.

We need the following
LEMMA. Let G be an irreducible group of central type, Z = Z(G) and G = G/Z.
Let X G Irr(Z(G)) be fully ramified in G. Then, assuming that G is not nilpotent,
we have that X is extendible to the preimage o/socle(G) in G.
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PROOF OF THE LEMMA. The group G is solvable by Theorem 7.3 of [3]. We
may assume that A is faithful.
First we show that A is extendible to the preimage A in G of any minimal normal
subgroup A of G. As G is solvable, A is an elementary abelian group. Then there
exists a subgroup A\ normal in G with Z < A\ < A such that A is extendible to

Ai and (A, Ai,tp) is fully ramified for any tp £ Irr(Ai|A) (see [4, Theorem 2.7]).
As G is irreducible and A is a chief factor of G, we have A — A\ and our claim is

verified.
Let X be the preimage in G of socle(G). Take A\ and A2 minimal normal
subgroups of G such that \A\\ < \A2\. Let \ be the unique irreducible constituent

of AG. If ij) is an extension of A to Ai, then Irr(Ai|A) = {tpp\ip G Irr(Ai/Z)}.

But

Irr(Ai|A) is also the set of irreducible constituents of xax and hence G permutes
its elements transitively by conjugation.
As socle(G) is abelian then Ia2 (V>)= Ia2 i^p) for every p and hence Ia2 (VO is
normal in G. Thus Ia2 WO = A2 or Ia2 (VO = Z. In the second case the character
xj)A1A2jg irreducible and its degree is |Â~2|.Hence |A2|2 < \A\A2 : Z(AiA2)|. As Z

is central in AiA2 this forces to |Ai | = |A2| and thus [A\A2, Z, X) is fully ramified.
As A1A2 is a normal nilpotent subgroup of G this contradicts the irreducibility
G. Hence A2 leaves invariant each tpp and, as tpp is linear, we have

of

[Ai, A2] < p| Ker(^p) = Ker XAl = 1
p

since A is faithful.
Now X is abelian and clearly A is extendible to X.

PROOF OF THE THEOREM. As in the Lemma, G is solvable and A is faithful.
(i) Let X be the preimage of socle(G) in G If G is not nilpotent then A is
extendible to X by the Lemma. Take a prime p satisfying the hypothesis and let

P G SPiG). Put A = nqAg where A9 G Irr(Z,), Zq G Sq{Z). Now (P,Z(P),AP)
is fully ramified and Z(P) = Z C\P (see [1, Theorem 2]). Let Xp be the unique
irreducible constituent

of Ap3. Let ipp be an extension of Ap to X n P. Now Xp is a

constituent of ip£ and xP(l)2 < |P: Xn P|2 = |G: socle(G)|2 < |G|P = \P:Z(P)\,
a contradiction.

(ii) Put A = n, Xq,where XqG Irr(Z„), Zq G Sq{Z). If Q G SqiG) then Z(Q) =
QnZ and (Q, ZiQ), Xq)is fully ramified as in (i). Let Xq G SqiX), q a prime. If Xq
is the unique irreducible constituent of A¡p then the elements of Irr(A"g fl Q\Xq) are
the irreducible constituents of iXq)xqnQ- Hence they are conjugate in Q. But A,
is invariant in G and Xq n Q is normal in G. Hence G permutes by conjugation the

elements of Irr(Xg n Q|A9). We conclude that if tpq G Irr(Xg fl Q\Xq) then Idipq)
contains a Hall g'-subgroup of G
We may assume that G is not nilpotent and then the Lemma applies. Hence the
elements of Irr(X9 n Q\Xq) are linear and X is abelian as we showed. Now let T be
a subgroup of G such that T/X is a normal p-subgroup of G/X for a prime p. We

show that Op>(X) < ZÇT). Take q ¿ p and Xq G Sq(X). As X is abelian and T/X
is a normal g'-subgroup

of G/X,

we have that T leaves invariant each element of

Irr(Xq n Q\Xq) by the preceding paragraph. Thus [T,Xq n Q] < Ker Xq"nQ = 1
since Xq is faithful. Thus our claim is verified and hence T is nilpotent.
Then
P(G/socle(G))
< P(G)/socle(G).
As the reverse inclusion is obvious, the first part
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of (ii) is verified. To prove the second take a prime p and that G/socle(G) is pclosed and let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G Now P is normal in G As iPZ, Z, X)
is fully ramified, we deduce that G is nilpotent.
We recall the following definition (see [2, p. 123]): A p-group Q is reductive if,
for every fully ramified triple (ii, Z, X) with Q isomorphic to a Sylow p-subgroup
of H/Z, the irreducible constituent x of A^ is fully ramified in OpiH)Z.
In Lemma 4.4 of [2] Gagola showed that every p-group of order p4 is reductive.
There exist nonreductive p-groups at least for p = 2,3, as Example 8.2 of [3]
shows. As this example is really complicated and it is not apparent that it might
be extended to the remaining primes, we construct a nonreductive p-group of order

p6 for p odd.
We consider Ao = (a,b,c,z) ~ (Gp)4. By the theory of cyclic extensions there
exists an extension A of Ao by Bo = (a,ß, 7) — (Gp)3 where ap — ßp = 7P =
1, [a,ß\ = c, [0,7] = a, [ß,~<j\= b, [a,a] = [6,/?]"1 = [c,-y] = z, the remaining
commutators being trivial.
Let B be the quaternion group of order 8 acting on A as follows: If e and / are

generators of B then a^ = ß, ßf = a, 7^ = 7-1,
c_1, z'— z and e acts trivially.

a? = 6_1, tf = a^1, c* =

It is an easy check that this action is well defined. Let G be the natural semidirect
product of A by B. Let A be a nonprincipal character of Ao/(a, b, c) and p a faithful
character of (e). Consider A x p as a character of Ao x (e). Clearly 7g(A x p) =

Ig{X) H IgÍp)- R is an easy check that A^(Ker A) = Ao and hence IaÍX) = A0.
Clearly IbÍp) = (e). Then /g(A X p) = Ao x (e). Thus (A x p)G is irreducible and
(Axp)G(l)2 = |G: Z(G)\. Hence G is of central type. Now Op(G) contains a"1/?, 7
and c. As is normal in G, it contains [0,7] and [/?, 7]. Thus |G:Op(G)Z| = p and

(A x p)G is not fully ramified in OpiG)Z.
Using a similar technique it is possible to construct
order 26.

a nonreductive

2-group of
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